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State Population Gains Largely in Central Maryland
Census Bureau 2013 Estimates Show Growth Continues in Biggest Counties
BALTIMORE, MD –The majority of Maryland’s population growth continues to occur in the four
suburban jurisdictions of Montgomery, Prince George’s, Anne Arundel and Baltimore counties,
according to an analysis of recently released population estimates for July 1, 2013 from the U.S.
Bureau of the Census.

Almost one-half of the approximately 44,000 population growth statewide over the July 1, 2012 to
July 1, 2013 period was due to gains in Montgomery (12,209) and Prince George’s (8,662) counties,
Maryland’s two largest counties. Other growth areas in the 12-month period were Anne Arundel
(5,568), Baltimore (5,333) and Howard (5,224) counties. Growth was attributed to gains from
natural increase (births minus deaths) as well as international migration.

Maryland’s 2013 population gain was ranked 14th among the 50 states and the District of Columbia.

The Census estimates indicate that population mobility is still limited from the recession, which
lasted from December 2007 to June 2009, and the collapse of the overheated housing market of the
mid-2000s, according to Maryland Department of Planning (MDP) demographers.

Reduced mobility has had the greatest negative impact on rural counties in Western Maryland and
on the Eastern Shore, which in the past grew mostly from the migration of residents from other
parts of Maryland. The greatest positive impact was on the inner suburban counties, which
experienced fewer people leaving their jurisdictions compared to the high levels experienced in the
mid-2000s.
For most of the 2000s, Southern Maryland led the state in population growth rate, but since 2010,
the region’s growth has slowed. In the just-reported period, Southern Maryland fell just below the
Washington suburbs with the second largest percentage gain (3.7% versus 3.8%) in the state.

The city of Baltimore’s estimated population loss of 313 in 2013 was a marked turnaround from the
1,430 gain in the prior year. The loss was due to continued movement of people from the city to
other regions. Yet, despite the most recent loss, Baltimore’s population has increased by about
1,000 from April 1, 2010 to July 1, 2013.
Four, mostly rural counties also experienced population declines. Allegany, Kent, Queen Anne’s and
Talbot counties experienced a combined 650-person drop in population, with the largest decline
occurring in Allegany County (-348).

While four out of the five jurisdictions with population losses in 2012/2013 were in Western
Maryland or on the Eastern Shore, the slowdown in growth in these two regions started with the
collapse of the overheated housing market and the recession. The largest share of statewide
growth for Western Maryland and the Eastern Shore occurred in 2006 and 2007, when their
combined share was nearly 30 percent. By 2012-2013, their share of statewide growth was just
under 2 percent.

Housing costs, MDP analysts say, are a main driver or limiting factor for population movement.
Rising home prices in the middle of the last decade led people to migrate to outer suburbs or
exurban jurisdictions to find less expensive housing. When housing prices fell and unemployment
grew, household mobility was greatly reduced, leading to fewer people migrating from Maryland’s
inner suburbs to areas farther from cities.
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